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Staff Stacey Brown, MD.
In a message released to the
staff earlier today, Turner noted
the challenges staff faced since
the Board placed Dr. Flanigan
on paid administrative leave
February 13.
“While the last few months
have been incredibly challenging for our entire workforce, I
note the steady and unrelenting
teamwork that has become a
trademark of this NIHD staff,”
Turner wrote. “On behalf of the
Board, I thank each of you for
your many emails, phone calls
and visits to provide input, while
simultaneously taking care of
yourselves and our community
through this COVID-19 pandemic. You have equipped the
Board with your information
and insights about challenges
and opportunities ahead. I
am confident that we will get
through all such challenges and
find even greater opportunities
for problem solving.”

4TH AND LONGING ...

Mammoth punts on Independence Day celebration

By Hite

O

n Wednesday April 29,
Mammoth Lakes Town
Council held yet another
special meeting over zoom to
discuss the path forward …
including a status update on
Fourth of July festivities.
The meeting started with a
long discussion regarding what
opening up the state, and the
Eastern Sierra, will look like.
Town Manager Dan Holler
emphasized comments Governor Gavin Newsom made at a
press conference. “The Governor said California is ‘weeks, not
months, away’ from entering
stage 2,” said Holler.
According to Governor
Newsom, stage 1 is, “Improving
testing and tracing, procuring
personal protective equipment
and ensuring hospital surge capacity.” And we are apparently
‘weeks’ away from, “Opening,

with adaptations, school and
child care facilities and lowerrisk workplaces like retail stores,
manufacturers and offices. Park
and trail restrictions.”
The staff presentation mentioned that Newsom emphasized state government, not
local officials, will decide when
to enter the second stage.
Mayor Bill Sauser agreed, “I
want to reiterate … we are under
the state. We can not do less
than the state orders. You are
hearing it [all] over town that
the governor doesn’t have the
power to do what he did. Well,
he does have that power until
someone challenges him in
court.”
The process will be gradual
and cautious but the Town is
preparing for the post-quarantine world.

Anything but free
parking

Big pharma spat
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NIH PARTS WITH FLANIGAN

Pres s Re le a se

t Wednesday evening’s
special meeting of the
Northern Inyo Healthcare District Board of Directors,
the Board voted 5-0 to terminate
the employment of Dr. Kevin
S. Flanigan, MD MBA as Chief
Executive Officer pursuant to his
Employment Agreement, without cause, effective May 4, 2020.
Board Chair Jean Turner said
the District wants to clarify that
any reports that alleged Dr.
Flanigan was accused of embezzlement are false and untrue.
The Investigation focused on
financial and operational issues,
and was never about embezzlement. The District is moving in
a new direction and wishes Dr.
Flanigan the best in his future
endeavors.
Kelli Davis will continue to
serve the District in the role of
Interim CEO alongside Interim
Chief Medical Officer William
Timbers, MD; Chief Nursing
Officer Tracy Aspel; and Chief of

Former Mammoth resident Wade Meade died in a climbing accident
on April 8. His obituary appears on page five.

Mark McClean sitting outside his Main Street consignment shop Wednesday. The shop is not open, but orders can
be made online and deliveries facilitated in the alley behind his shop. While The Sheet was speaking with him,
Rachel Hess, owner of Proper Cuts barbershop, randomly appeared walking down the sidewalk carrying a large
American flag.

A PEER ELSEWHERE

How other resort destinations are strategizing/reacting to the pandemic

By P a ge & H it e

N

avigating the COVID-19
pandemic and abiding
government directives
on gathering and staying at
home runs counter to the goals
of resort areas, like the Eastern
Sierra, whose economies rely
on bringing in visitors. With a
lack of visitors, local businesses
and marketing entities like
Mammoth Lakes Tourism have
had to reorient and rethink
strategies going forward.
MLT has diverted staff time
and funding away from marketing and used available
resources to set up a food bank
for community members,
although it continue to build
out reopening framework and
messaging for when they are
given the all-clear sign.
On a county level, an economic recovery group has been
put together to gauge business
owner needs ahead of a potential reopening but nothing can

really go ahead without directives at the state level.
So what’s happening in other
tourist hubs? How have they
reacted to the abrupt shutoff of
a key revenue stream?
Blaine County, Idaho, home
to Sun Valley, was hard hit by
the new coronavirus. The area
received national media attention for its high number of
cases both within the county
and from tourists who had visited the region’s ski slopes.
Mike McKenna, executive
director of the Wood River
Valley Chamber of Commerce,
reported that they had to “pull
the plug fast” in terms of shutting down. McKenna said that
the state of Idaho, the area’s
largest source of advertising
funding, asked that they hold
off on marketing for the time
being. He expressed optimism from survey results that
indicated people were more

PPP crapshoot

The face of corona
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interested in coming to small
town areas, with a caveat of
protecting the area from being
hit hard again.
“The consumer is gonna decide what happens here,” McKenna said. “We’re really gonna
find out what people want and
what they’re looking for.”
Sun Valley’s tourism agency,
Visit Sun Valley, has kept up
some of its marketing efforts,
albeit with a slightly different
spin.
According to Scott Fortner,
Executive Director at Visit
Sun Valley, the non-profit was
doing things to “keep people
dreaming”, while simultaneously working with the community and government
agencies to build towards a
reopening.
“We’re there trying to
provide things for them to be
inspired [by],” Fortner said of

see PEERS, page 15

Mask fashion
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IF

My dad was always fond of Kipling’s poem “If” and had several favorite stanzas. There was the opening couplet:
If you can keep your head when all about you/
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you

There’s some of that happening right now - a fair amount of hysteria. A dwindling bank account is no friend of reason.
I was listening to CSU-Bakersfield’s small business development center’s
weekly webinar this week and had a chuckle at this one.
Director Kelly Bearden conducted an insta-poll among the fifty or so virtual attendees regarding the PPP (Payment Protection Plan) where he asked folks what
their greatest concern was regarding the program. 44% responded, I would say
most rationally, by saying they were simply worried about not getting anything at
all.
But almost a third, 32%, said they were most concerned about not knowing
what the debt forgiveness would be.
Personally, I am rooting for having the luxury of worrying about debt forgiveness.
As Bearden said in his presentation, he compared the PPP to a radio station
giveaway. You call up and hope like hell you’re the 7th caller. Bearden literally
said., “It’s a crapshoot as to which banks are getting in.”
In terms of the blame part, it’s never fun to face the prospect of cuts, downsizing, altered fiscal reality.
As Mammoth Unified School Superintendent Jennifer Wildman said Thursday,
“I’m not the most popular person around right now.”
Wildman and the MUSD Board have had to trim $750,000 from the budget
this spring to shore up a deficit. This led to early retirement offers which were
taken up by highly regarded, veteran district teachers, including Tom Linnastruth (MMS), Heidi Leary (MES) and Cheryl Hart (MHS), as well as High School
Counselor Cherly Petersen, longtime Food Services Dircetor Trish Qualls and
Custodian Bill Gomez.
As a result, average class sizes at MHS are expected to increase from 17 in 20192020 to 22 in 2020-2021.
“I knew coming in [Wildman took the job last year] that we had a big deficit to
deal with. Payroll costs are up $3.7 million over the past decade. Things just cost
more - while revenues have remained steady,” said Wildman.
The tough part for a school administrator is in balancing cuts so that staff
doesn’t feel like it bears the brunt - tough in a business where staff costs literally
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comprise more than 80% of the budget.
As one teacher lamented this week, “They’ve literally gutted us.”
Meanwhile, the high school will be welcoming a relatively large class of 9th
graders this fall - more than 100 students.
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster/
And treat those two impostors just the same
My dad was great about this one, because the first fifteen years of my career featured multiple disasters and scant few triumphs.
One thing that I don’t believe Mammoth met with very well over the past few
years was Triumph. We were all a bit too self-congratulatory and a little too certain
that we had unlocked the magical marketing formula to infinite future wealth.
So no one had the guts to take money off the table. Because no one wanted to
touch the magic formula. Don’t mess with success was the mantra. Best part about
that mantra - not messing with something means not having to expend any mental
energy on it. Not having to ask difficult questions.
So an eleven-year bull market ended, and all Mammoth has to show for it is a
police station, a few sidewalks and some neat new road signage.
And Elizabeth’s fabulous welcome signs.
You’d think $50 million-plus in marketing spend would yield more.
That said, the current disaster is also an impostor. And hopefully when the pandemic runs its course, we will remember, and not become too enamored of false
Gods.
You can’t find the sweet spot if you never look for it.
Let’s toss the peer resort interview that came in late and wouldn’t fit in the cover
story here. From Hite:
Lake Tahoe Visitors Authority (LTVA) has repurposed itself as the idea of marketing gradually changes every day.
According to Carol Chaplin, the President and CEO of LTVA, the organization laid
off five employees at its two visitor centers. It then cut most of its programs, stopped
advertising, and severed every contract it could. Then the organization came to a
halt; LTVA temporarily furloughed every employee.
After nearly three weeks of being furloughed, Chaplin and her staff went back
to work, telling people to stay away from South Lake Tahoe. “It was counterintuitive for a destination marketing organization to say please don’t come here,” said
Chaplin.
“We started to think about the future and what opening would look like. How
we can work with the community to promote safe travel when the bans are lifted,”
Chaplin told The Sheet. “We saved about $500,000 in the last three months. But
most of our expenditures such as media or contracted work are paid up front so we
didn’t have an opportunity to save much more.”
LTVA serves a border town between California and Nevada so it receives funding from both states. Its annual budget is around $6 million, and reserves totaled
around $500,000 heading into this pandemic.
Chaplin mentioned LTVA has pivoted towards a ‘destination management’
mindset rather than a destination marketing approach. Working with the

more LUNCH, page 10
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LETTERS
Looking ahead
Dear Editor:
Tom Cage offered a plan last week
on how to reopen our town. Among his
many justifications is “There has not
been a flood into our Hospital.”
This is true, but the virus did not magically disappear. Rather, our town shut
down and nearly everyone practices
good social distancing, wears masks, and
our heroic merchants instituted stern
protective measures.
While these practices flattened our local infection curve, they don’t eliminate
the virus. That will only happen when a
“herd immunity” occurs whereby twothirds of our nation becomes infected,
survives, and develops the protective
antibodies. The other alternative is an
effective vaccine. Both options are 12-18
months away.
The latest CDC data indicate that each
infected person spreads the virus to 2.5
to 3 other people. Only when those infected spread the virus to fewer than one
other person will it begin a slow decline.
Thus Mr. Cage’s plan to reopen Mammoth Lakes, which includes announcing
plans for “a 4th of July Parade, fireworks,
art shows, kids festivals, Footloose
Freedom Mile and some of the normal
festivities” might work, but only if it
remains a locals-only affair. Inviting the
SoCal throngs where COVID-19 infections are still growing exponentially is
an unacceptable risk. Next to densely
populated cities such as New York and
Jakarta, tourist towns with their rapid
cycling of outsiders are the most susceptible to contagion.
Let’s keep our hospital empty. Better to
sit tight, social distance, be patient, and
hope the feds spread enough borrowed
treasure around to keep us all afloat until
it’s safe to reengage.
Stephen F. Cunha
Mammoth Lakes

Free parking?
Dear Editor:
Alterra offered me an additional discount to buy next year’s ikon pass ($200
instead of $100) and I laughed. Where’s
my rebate for the 1/3 season of 20192020 when no mountains were open.
Plus, what if nobody opens next season
due to Covid? They answered that by
offering the ability to roll your pass for
20-21 over to 21-22.
Think I need a bit of a steeper discount before I park my money with
Alterra for a year (or 2).
Peter Goldstein
Greenbrae

Welcome Inn
Dear Editor:
I am writing this in response Caelen
McQuilkin’s letter last week regarding
the Tioga Inn proposal approved by the
Mono County Planning Commission.
I am currently a student enrolled in
Lee Vining High School, was born in
Mammoth Lakes and have been raised

in the Eastern Sierra. For the past two
summers, I have been employed at the
Tioga Gas Mart and Whoa Nellie Deli.
I agree with Commissioner Daniel
Robert on his statement, “Less than
10 people seemed to have original
thoughts on the matter.” As someone
who has heard multiple conversations
about the Tioga Inn Project Proposal,
and the concerns and complaints that
came with the conversation, I have
found that every person voicing a concern seems to be reading a script and
are all carbon copies of what someone
else has previously stated.
One of the concerns I’ve heard about
since the four-hour zoom meeting is
that 120 people attended to voice their
concerns or complaints about the proposal. Some believe their voices were
not heard and/or ignored.
The meeting was four hours long.
Another one of the concerns that I
have read about is the school situation.
As a current student of Lee Vining High
School, I feel I can provide some insight
into the school.
Our school has an enrollment that
fluctuates between 40-60 students
across the entire school body. The project analysis predicted a 50% growth rate
in the high school enrollment. At the
higher end, this projects to an increase
in enrollment of 20 to 30 students. This
is hardly a large increase. The school
may have to adjust and adapt but these
changes can be made. Luxury items
such as personalized computers and
desks are unnecessary as many schools
in the country do not have them. The
school has lockers that it can provide
the students which supply storage.
As for place-based education trips
and college trips, these are also a luxury
that some schools do not have. The
trips could still take place but would
not need the whole school to participate. College trips for sophomores
and juniors. Yosemite trip which is
place- based could be for freshmen. The
staff would have to adjust to the new
numbers but the school has held larger
enrollments in the past.
On the topic of population, a concern that I have both read and heard
about is that the population would
quadruple. This concern seems highly
unlikely to come true as the population of Lee Vining is roughly 250. That
would estimate the new population to
be 1,000. If we assume that the Tioga
Inn will hire 100 new people from out
of the area who will have a spouse who
will not work at the Inn and one child
that would increase the population by
300. That is, if we assume that none of
the people hired live locally and they
all bring 2 people with them - a highly
unlikely scenario. Even if the population
doubled, it would help local business
and the county through increased tax
revenue.
Another reality that needs to be addressed: just because the Tioga Inn
project has been approved does not
guarantee it will happen, and not necessarily right away. There will be time to
adjust to the change when the project
starts.
As a person who was born, raised,
attends school and is a local employee
in Lee Vining, I look forward to the new

faces and diversity that will come in the
future and to see something new happen to the area I have grown up in and
love.
India Moffett
Lee Vining
The following letter was initially sent
to Mammoth Town Council and Town
Manager Dan Holler before being submitted for publication.

Lobbying for the Basin
To: Mammoth Town Council/Dan
Holler:
Thank you all for your tireless public
service on behalf of Mammoth Lakes!
After listening to the marathon calls
online last week, I became concerned
about a seeming lack of awareness or
concern among the assembled decision-makers for summer businesses
like ours in the Lakes Basin, and thus I
feel I must write to you all to ask you to
advocate for us.
It appears to me that there is a possibility that businesses in downtown
Mammoth would be allowed to reopen
before the Lakes Basin and summer
businesses in the Basin would reopen.
This seems like a bad idea to me. And
not at all fair.
I don’t know what else I can do
besides write you all—on behalf of our
employees, our customers, and our

service providers in town—to request
that we have the opportunity to re-open
in a safe and responsible way as soon as
downtown Mammoth has that opportunity—by June 1st if possible.
Yes, I understand that the USFS and
state government both have a lot to
say about the subject of reopening the
Lakes Basin, but the extent to which
TOML does or does not support the
opening of the Basin—or at least us
summer businesses—at the earliest
responsible time—is HUGE.
We really need all of you to see us
Lakes Basin summer businesses as part
of the solution and to support us, not
to forget about us, or ignore us, or let us
perish as collateral damage to a desire
by some to leave the Lakes Basin road
closed to the public. Please.
From my perspective, the Lakes Basin
summer businesses like Crystal Crag
Lodge are excellent businesses to reopen responsibly. Here’s why:
1) Guests stay in their own cabins.
Miles outside of downtown. Spaced out
over ten acres. Socially-distanced family units. Just like Mammoth residents,
except miles from downtown.
2) Guests can cook their own meals
in their own cabins—if town restaurants aren’t able to accommodate them
safely. Just like Mammoth residents.
3) CCL will implement strict transmission prevention measures for staff
and guests.

more LETTERS, page 14
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4TH AND LONG
continued from page 1
One initiative mentioned at the meeting was the Fourth of July celebration.
According to Holler, all of the normal
activities have been cancelled. That
means the annual parade, fireworks,
Pops in thePpark (Felici Trio concert),
or any large gatherings. The Town
Council discussion revolved around
creative solutions to achieve some semblance of a celebration.
A press release from the Town states,
“This decision does not come lightly
to any of the partnering entities. These
measures are being taken to ensure
the health and well-being of all Mono
County residents and our many loyal
visitors.”
In the same release, Mono County
Health Officer Tom Boo said, “This is a
very serious situation and now, more
than ever, we must be vigilant about following guidance and directives in order
to flatten the curve and to decrease the
strain on our local health care system.
Physical distancing and other mitigations must continue even after the Stay
At Home Order is lifted. We are experiencing some respite, but we are clearly
not out of the woods yet. You may say

we have a bit of a cease fire, but the war
is not over.”
“While we know the Fourth of July
festivities are always a favorite for tens
of thousands of our loyal Mammoth
Lakes’ visitors, we appreciate the need
to focus on health and safety,” said John
Urdi, Mammoth Lakes Tourism Executive Director.
The release also quoted the Town’s
Parks and Recreation Director Stuart
Brown, “Cancelling this generational
event was an extremely difficult decision, but in our current environment of
uncertainty, safety is our top priority.”
Council was supportive of the conservative approach but did desire some
type of celebration in its place. “This
town has gotten behind its Fourth of
July celebration going all the way back
to when I was a little boy. It is not just
about the tourists, it is one of the best
local events of the season. So anything
we can do to help shore that up [would
be great],” said Sauser
“It sounds like something that we can
get around. If we begin to soft-open
things, maybe we will have a little bit
of a taste of how it is going to go,” said

USFS EXTENDS CLOSURES
P ress Re le a se

T

he USDA Forest Service, Pacific
Southwest Region, announced
that most developed recreation
sites will remain closed through May 15.
The order does not close trails, trailheads, and general forest areas; these
areas remain accessible for public use.
However, the Inyo National Forest
has cancelled the issuance of Wilderness permits, including Mt. Whitney day
and overnight permits, through May 15.
Typically, the Wilderness quota system begins for the forest on May 1 and
reservations for permits are issued via
recreation.gov. Inyo County has advised
that people do not engage in high risk
activities. Mt. Whitney, especially this
time of year, is an area where rescues
and recoveries are common. People
who have been awarded a permit reservation for Mt. Whitney or any other
trailhead on the Inyo National Forest
will receive a notice from recreation.gov
that notifies them that their reservation
has been cancelled and a refund has
been issued.
Additionally, all Inyo National Forest
campgrounds are closed.

As a reminder, many roads that access these areas may also be closed for
winter conditions.
All visitor centers are closed.
All picnic areas are closed. South Tufa
(Mono Lake), Convict Lake, Hot Creek,
and June Lake Beach day-use areas
are closed. All campground restrooms,
trailhead restrooms, picnic area, and
day use restrooms are closed.
Customers needing information
may call during regular business hours
(Monday-Friday, 8:00 am- 4:30 pm,
closed for lunch 12:00 pm -12:30 pm).
Please be patient since call volume is
significant.
• Mammoth Lakes Welcome Center:760-924-5500
• White Mountain Ranger Station and
Bishop Supervisor’s Office: 760-8732400
• Eastern Sierra Visitor Center, Lone
Pine: 760-876-6200
If you do plan on visiting the Inyo
National Forest, please be aware that:
• No trash removal is currently offered
– please pack out all trash and waste
• All toilet facilities are currently
closed – please plan accordingly
• Avoid high-risk activities – law
enforcement and search and rescue
operations may be limited
• If an area is crowded, please search
for a less occupied location
Closing any site for any reason is not
an action we take lightly, but protecting
our visitors and employees remains our
highest priority. We are working with
our state and local partners to determine the best path forward to safely
reopen closed sites.
We appreciate your cooperation in
keeping our national forests safe and
healthy for everyone’s use.

Mayor Pro-Tem Lynda Salcido.
The Town of Mammoth Lakes is
very cognizant of the image it’s portraying. In order to be a tourist destination
post quarantine the Town wants people
to believe we are a safe destination.
And part of that is to make the rules
very clear as things begin to open up.
“I’m not saying we skip it, no. We move
forward with the parameters that we
have to live with,” said Councilmember
Kirk Stapp.

In an email to The Sheet, Holler gave
an example of what this could look like.
“We could set up a Mammoth Lakes
Lions pancake breakfast that has a limit
of 50 people - no more than 4 per table
(ideally with family members) with
6’ gaps between tables, hand washing, etc.. If we could add 5-10 places in
Town where this type of activity could
be done, we could have a fun, localsfocused celebration in a manner that we
may be able to implement.”

AT MLR, THE WORK
DOESN’T CHANGE
By H it e

M

ammoth Lakes Recreation
(MLR), a non-governmental
organization (NGO) funded
mainly through Measure R (sales tax
revenue), is experiencing an especially
unique business climate in the midst
of the current pandemic.
Matt McClain, executive director of
MLR, told the Sheet, “There are other
businesses, like a restaurant, where
there is not a lot of work to do now.
Any business that is tourist-oriented
can scale back because there are no
tourists. At MLR, our work doesn’t
change. Things are largely the same.”
MLR is in part grant-funded and that
money is often tied to “deliverables.”
McClain is aware that MLR will eventually have to face cuts, “The landscape
of the overall cultural, economic, and
business world is currently changing. This change is not going to be for
the better. Globally, all of our revenue
streams are shrinking and the average
person has less discretionary money to
spend.”
MLR relies on donations to fund 1020% of its expenses. The rest is funded
through Measure R.
The NGO will be meeting with the
Town in June to negotiate terms and
conditions of its funding structure. If
Measure R funds are severely depleted
MLR will be facing some budget cutbacks.
In an email to The Sheet, Rob Patterson, the Town’s Finance Director,
said, “The current anticipated impact
is about 31% for next fiscal year.”
Patterson mentioned the optimistic
projection would be around 25% (less
revenue) and the current worst projection is 40%.
The projections “are based on a mix
of data provided by a town consultant
looking at the broader impacts on California,” according to Patterson.
Through February of this year, the
Town collected about $1.2 million
in Measure R revenue, which is the
amount the Town is currently anticipating for the upcoming fiscal year.
About half that money was earmarked to debt service related to
the bond floated for the Community
Recreation Center (CRC), which is on
hold.
MLR administrative costs are approximately $200,000 annually and
about $300,000 goes to trails-related
projects.
McClain mentioned due to their current workload and programs that need
to be rolled out, their staff of three

(including McClain) are working more
hours because of the difficult business
environment.
In an email to The Sheet, McClain
said, “[MLR] is in the final stages of
development for two new flagship
programs, Adopt-A-Trail and Tangle
Free Waters, which are slated to roll
out in May.”
Adopt a trail is a program that makes
it easier for businesses to assist in trail
maintenance whether that be a donation or volunteering, and Tangle Free
Waters helps set up fishing line collection stations in Mammoth Lakes and
surrounding communities.
Additionally MLR will be continuing
its ‘Keep Long Valley Green’ campaign,
building a bridge off horseshoe trail,
opening the new disc golf course,
installing facilities at Buckeye Hot
Springs. All projects that are already
funded and need a guiding hand in
order to be completed.
Some projects will be on hold such
as fundraising efforts for the Multi-Use
facility (MUF or CRC depending upon
your mood) and allocating Measure U
funds. If it isn’t clear what that entails
McClain helped break down Measure
U, “Mammoth Lakes Recreation administers the Measure U grant program, and is the recommending body
that reports to the Town Council, who
make the final approvals on grants,”
and, “due to Brown Act restrictions,
this process has been delayed until
MLR is allowed to reconvene our Allocations Committee.”
COVID-19 might force MLR to make
funding changes early. As Patterson
said, the future projections for Measure R stands at about $1 million.
This year’s budgeted expenses totaled
$1.35 million and the current deficit if
expenditures are not amended would
be around $176,500. Mammoth Lakes
Recreation receives $192,000 (14% of
budgeted expenses) from Measure R.
This totals $16,000 a month and the
burn rate of MLR is around $23,000.
McClain explained the delta of those
two numbers, “Measure R is about 80%
of our revenue and the other 15-20%
comes from outside funding. Our goal,
in the next 2-3 years, is to increase
the amount of outside funding so our
revenue streams are split into a 50-50
mix.”
June is when MLR restructures its
contract with their Town. July is when
MLR creates its annual budget. For
now, McClain is focused on fulfilling
existing commitment.
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Former Mammoth Lakes resident
Wade Meade, who spent seven years
of his childhood in the Eastern Sierra,
died in a climbing accident in Big Cottonwood Canyon outside Salt Lake City,
Utah on April 8. He was 29.
The son of Beth and Greg Meade,
Wade was born in Westlake Village and
grew up in Malibu.
The family had had a cabin at Tom’s
Place since the 1950s and father Greg
visited the area throughout his youth.
Beth and Greg later established a toehold of their own when they purchased a
Chateau Blanc unit in the late ‘80s.
Wade’s parents were both climbers.
Half their honeymoon was spent climbing all over the western U.S.
By the time the family had left Mammoth in 2006, Wade was a member of
the Mammoth Mountain Ski Team, the
cross-country ski team and the Mammoth Sharks swim team. He also studied
martial arts in Mammoth and even had a
role in the MHS theatrical production of
“Seussical.”
He finished high achool in Morro Bay
and then attended Cal-Poly San Luis
Obispo, where he majored in kinesiology. At the time of his death, he was
enrolled in nursing school.
According to his father Greg, Wade really got into climbing post-college as he
spent his first two years after graduation
in Yosemite Valley cleaning rooms.
Wade then moved to Utah where he
worked for the Elements Wilderness Program, which specializes in therapeutic
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intervention for boys ages 13-17.
He also got into working ski patrol
at Park City. 2019-2020 was his fourth
patrol season.
He was a very experienced backcountry enthusiast - a skier, rock climber, ice
climber and certified wilderness EMT.
In 2019, his father recalls, Wade trained
in the Eastern Sierra for a trip to Peru to
climb a 20,000-foot peak. His training
schedule:
Day one: Climb Whitney
Day two: Rest
Day three: Lone Pine Peak
Day four: Rest
Day five: Williamson

Wade was freakishly athletic and
strong. As his close friend from Morro
Bay, Robbie Kellett (who now works at
Footloose in Mammoth), attests, “He
was a huge guy. 6’4” 220 lbs. He could’ve
played college football if he wanted.”
“There’s a group chat going,” he continued, weeks after his death, because
Wade was just so inspiring and memorable. “He was constantly breaking into
song, reciting poetry, telling campfire
stories ...
I remember talking to him one day
and he told me he planned to ride horses
in Kazakhstan that summer. I asked him
if he’d ever ridden a horse. He said no,
but ... that was Wade. Everything was in
play.”
How’d Robbie meet Wade? “We’d
watch Jackie Chan movies and then

Topping out at El Cap
reenact the fight scenes after.”
In Utah, his main adventure partner
was roommate and fellow ski patrolman
Tyler Grundstrom, a Salt Lake City native. Grundstrom was Meade’s climbing
partner for his final, fateful climb.
And I’ll give you the brief version
here because, really, Michael Levy put
together a fine tribute to Meade in Rock
and Ice that offers keen insight and
full accounting of the event at https://
rockandice.com/climbing-news/friendsremember-wade-meade/
Wade and Tyler had scoped out Big
Cottonwood Canyon with the idea of
setting a new route - something they’d
done before.
Wade reached up to pull on a flake
anda one-foot by three-foot sized rock
came loose. It just happened to come
down and slice the 10.5mm belay rope in
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half, sending Wade tumbling 50’ to the
ground and then a further 25’ bouncing
over talus until he came to a stop.
Grundstrom initiated life-saving
measures and Wade was conscious for
some period after his fall, but he did not
make it.
Grundstrom, who said he “saw it all
in perfect clarity,” actually apologized
for not being able to talk about it too
in-depth. “I’m definitely in therapy,” he
said.
A group of 22 ski patrollers hiked up
for a naked ski in honor of Wade postaccident.
As Greg Meade said, “I can safely say
10-15 people told us Wade was their best
friend,” in the aftermath of his death.
“He was just someone who would ask
you how you were doing and he really
wanted to know.”
Greg Meade says the plan is to scatter
Wade’s ashes to the wind. The problem
is in dividing the ashes. Everyone wants
some to scatter.
Bert Pacal, a 28-year ski patrol veteran, was Meade’s boss at Park City. “He
brought a level of positivity that the team
desperately needed. He was just a wonderful human being.”
“I celebrate that these kids are doing
things of consequence and living life to
the fullest,” added Pacal.
Wade is survived by his parents and
his younger brother Keegan.
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TOIYABE PHARMACY STAFF STATES ITS CASE
The Sheet received the following letter
(printed here) on Wednesday, signed by
seven former members of the Toiyabe Indian
Health Project’s pharmacy staff.
Based upon this letter, The Sheet then
posed several questions to TIHP CEO Dr.
Kori Novak. That Q & A begins on page
eight.

As the community is aware, the CEO of
Toiyabe Indian Health Clinic, Kori Novak,
has made serious allegations against us,
the Pharmacy Staff. Among these allegations include mismanagement of funds,
fraud, and other miscellaneous infractions. We are now coming forward to tell
the City of Bishop and the Native American Tribes of Toiyabe that they have been
lied to by this CEO.
There has been an ongoing series of
disagreements between the Pharmacy
and the Administration. The Pharmacy
Staff has attempted to rectify these issues.
However, the Administration has been
unwilling to let us speak or to allow us to
utilize our rights to due process.
Other members of the clinic have suffered the same fate or have been coerced
to comply with the Administration’s
actions.
This is what we have discovered in this
clinic. This is supported by physical and
corroborated evidence. Please beware,
once we state our case, the CEO will
declare our testimony to be propaganda
and nothing to take note of. We are telling
you to disregard such allegations and we
implore you to listen to what we have to
say because the Administration’s actions
are egregious, illegal, and could bring the
end of Toiyabe Indian Health Project.
An allegation the CEO made against us
was the issue of fraudulent prescriptions
and communications made with providers. Since 1991, there have been policies
and procedures that are required by the
pharmacy to process prescriptions. This
includes prescription faxes, verbal orders,
direct verbal communications with a provider, and authorizations by the nurses
acting as agents of the providers. These
polices comply with the California State
Board of Pharmacy and Toiyabe’s Policy.
The Pharmacy Staff has always followed
these procedures as mandated by state
law and Toiyabe Clinic.
Furthermore, there have been numerous audits over the years by Indian Health
Services (IHS) and none of these audits
have discovered any illegal or fraudulent
activity in the Pharmacy. The Pharmacy
has been constantly commended for its
compliance to policies and procedures.
As the Pharmacy Staff, we take these policies very seriously.
Please understand that with any audit,
there have been discrepancies detected,
but these discrepancies do not affect
patient care in any way and they can be
easily fixed. Due to waste, damage, and
expiration of products, pharmacies are
allowed an acceptable percentage of loss
and the Pharmacy Staff has constantly
maintained less than 3% of total loss
according to annual inventory reports.
Any mistakes that have been made in the
last 20 years, while infrequent, have been
documented and corrected. We, the Pharmacy Staff, want the Native American
Community to know that they will always
be given exceptional medical care.
The Pharmacy Staff has never been
given any specific instances of what we
have been accused of. This Administration has very little knowledge or experience in medical care, let alone running a
clinic.

HIPAA HIPAA without hooray

of the Administrators on this file. In other
words, this Administration has posed asPharmacists and Pharmacy Technicians
The real issue that could spell doom
to access private patient information.
for the Toiyabe Indian Health Clinic is
This is a serious offense and as Pharthe Pharmacy Staff discovered numerous
macists,
we are required by HIPAA to
violations of HIPAA. For those who are
notify you, the Native Community. We
unaware of this law, HIPAA is the Health
have asked the Administration to cooperInsurance Portability and Accountability
ate with the Pharmacy in complying with
Act that provides data privacy and secuHIPAA and they have not cooperated in
rity provisions for safeguarding medical
any way whatsoever. In fact, this Adminisinformation. HIPAA contains a clause
tration has gone out of their way to ignore
called the Treatment, Payment, and
Operations Clause (TPO) in which the ac- the Pharmacy’s requests numerous times.
This left the Pharmacy no choice, but to
tions of providers, methods of payment,
contact IHS to explain this egregious and
and actions of administrations are dehighly illegal act.
tailed. In the Operations section, Health
As of now, there are
Care Administrations
hundreds of Native
can perform certain acts
American patients havthat are necessary to
ing their prescription
run the clinic and support core functions of
This Administration and medical files being
accessed through the
treatment and payment.
Administration’s nefarihas posed as
Among the acts are to
ous methods.
conduct quality asPharmacists and
IHS, when contacted
sessment and conduct
auditing services.
Pharmacy Technicians to by the Toiyabe Pharmacy department, agreed
However, it is imporaccess
private
patient
that an investigation
tant to keep in mind that
regarding the possible
while the TPO clause is
information.
HIPAA violations should
an exception to HIPAA,
be conducted by an init is not a shield used to
dependent agency that
conceal illegal activity.
has experience in HIPAA
For instance, an
investigations. When the
Administration cannot
investigation was initigo into patient’s files
ated, an independent
at any time she or he
agency was not retained.
wants and claim it is
Instead, the Administration performed
for an investigation and quality assurthe investigation themselves. How is this
ance. There must be a beginning and
fair or not a conflict of interest? How can
end to an investigation as well as proof
you investigate yourself impartially?
of suspicious activity. There must also be
At this point, we were compelled to
a compelling reason to conduct quality
send the findings to the Department of
assurance. To do anything less than this
Health and Human Services (HHS). This
creates a precedent in which an Admincomplaint has been received and an inistration can access patients’ information
at any time they please, thereby nullifying vestigation will be forthcoming. As health
professionals, we are bound by federal
the purpose of HIPAA.
and state law to maintain private health
In order for Health Administrations
information of our patients and we do not
to comply with TPO, policies and protake that responsibility lightly. We want
cedures that reasonably limit the disthe Native Community to understand that
closures of, and requests for, protected
the Pharmacy has always provided the
health information for payment and
utmost care and concern for our patients.
health care operations are required at
Prescriptions are filled and dispensed
minimum. Patients’ information must
with unsurpassed accuracy. Patient
always be protected.
consultations and questions were always
This Administration has claimed that
answered no matter how busy the staff
it was necessary to access patients’ files
was. To have the CEO blatantly lie to you
because it was to conduct an investigathrough fear mongering is unprecedented
tion of the Pharmacy’s operations. They
and uncalled for.
stated that this investigation has been
As of this very moment, patients have
ongoing for two years despite there being
authentic and corroborated evidence that been contacting former Pharmacy staff
and are stating that their medications
the Pharmacy has been compliant in folhave been improperly filled with wrong
lowing policy procedures. Furthermore,
doses and unlabeled bottles under the
the Administration has not provided any
current conditions at the Clinic. Patients
compelling reason to conduct an inveshave also been forced to go to different
tigation nor have they given any compelpharmacies and pay for medications that
ling reason to conduct quality assurance.
they never had to previously pay for with
In addition, if a member of the Adthe assumption that they will be reimministration needs to access files for any
compelling reason, there is a process they bursed. Are any of these misfills being
reported? Who corrected these mistakes?
must follow.
Further, Toiyabe employees from
different departments are seen in the
Tag ... who’s it?
Pharmacy. The safety and integrity of
the Pharmacy has been compromised.
The Administration must access the
Patients are not receiving consultations
files using a designated “tag” to view
on medications. They are also not havthese files. For example, the CFO, Jernon
Kelly, can access the CFO file or “tag” that ing medical questions answered by the
Pharmacists.
is designated for that purpose. Instead,
And further, complaints are merely
various members of this Administrabeing forwarded to the Administration
tion clicked on the “Pharmacist” tag and
where they die.
viewed patients’ files using the title as
Does the Native Community know that
Pharmacist. This compromised the pathe CEO and other members of this Adtients’ personal medical information.
We have taken it upon ourselves to take ministration have access to the Pharmacy
without a pharmacist present? This was
a picture of the tag as well as the names

“

”

witnessed by three pharmacy employees
with the dates and times recorded.
Why did two members of this Administration retain access to the pharmacy on a
Sunday after the audit was completed and
no pharmacists were available? How can
you accuse the Pharmacy staff of mismanaging funds when the Administration
has access to the Pharmacy? How can we
be sure they were not the ones mismanaging medications or funds by having
unbridled access to the pharmacy?
Patients have gotten to know the Pharmacy staff on a professional and personal
basis. Many have become friends. This is
why we, as a Staff, felt compelled to tell
what they have not been telling you. None
of the terminated Pharmacy employees
were ever given the opportunity to refute
these claims or allegations. Not one
individual was given due process despite
many requests to speak before the Administration and the Board. We want the
Native Community to know what is going
on at THEIR clinic. Most of the Pharmacy
staff, which are of non-native descent,
have respected the culture because we
are guests of this great community. We
want the community to know what is
happening from an employee’s perspective and not from a skewed version of the
facts from this Administration so they can
hide the damage they have caused.

“Everything looks good”
As members of the Pharmacy Department, we have always tried to find ways to
increase profitability which benefits the
Native Community. As a formulary pharmacy, we strive to maintain the highest
amount of care while keeping medication
costs down by utilizing our 340B purchasing wisely. This has helped to increase
revenue in the Pharmacy Department. In
fact, as of our last Toiyabe staff meeting in
November 2019, it was communicated to
the Toiyabe employees that the Pharmacy
had generated profits that exceeded $1
million. At that time, the Administration
assured the Pharmacy staff that “everything looks good.” Even the budget from
the CFO for this fiscal year was maintained with little or no changes.
The current Administration has never
bothered to inquire nor attempted to understand how the Pharmacy Department
operates under the current Toiyabe Polices and Procedures. For example, over the
counter (OTC) medications are provided
to the patients at no cost. This also applies
to the Toiyabe employees and their family
members. This is given as a service and
benefit to the patients and employees and
has been a valid policy since 1991. The
Pharmacy department dispenses these
OTC products, so accountability can be
assured. Since they are OTC products,
they do not have to be authorized from
a Toiyabe medical provider. They can be
provided by the Pharmacy department,
which has been done for many years.
The Pharmacy staff want the Paiute
Community to think about these following questions;
1. Why did this Administration sit on
these so-called accusations for 2 years as
they have stated when none of them have
been employed at the clinic for 2 years?
2. Why were none of these “accusations” brought to the Pharmacy Staff for
correction and why would an investigation not include telling the accused what
they have been charged with?
3. Why did the Pharmacy Department
pass the yearly IHS inspections with

see TIHP, page 8

We are Covid 19 compliant with online ordering
and no contact delivery when possible.
Thank you for your business - we appreciate it very much.
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TOIYABE
continued from page 6
minimal changes. It is noted that any
changes by IHS were implemented.
4. Why did this Administration approve
pay raises for all Pharmacy Staff members
in November 2019 if the employees were
being investigated for illegal activity?
5. Why did the CEO hire over 40 new
employees which overextended the
Clinic’s budget?
6. Why did the CFO and COO state in a
February 2020 meeting with the Pharmacy that the Clinic was approaching $8
million in debt along with the lost of the
HRSA Grant?
7. Why did this Administration tell the
Toiyabe Board that the HRSA Grant was
pending when it has been clearly lost?
8. How many Native patients knew that
this Administration lost the HRSA Grant,
which was valued at over $1 million? This
loss of funding cannot be replaced.
9. Why does this Administration continue to ignore the Tribal Employment
Rights Office’s (TERO) rules for hiring
employees? Why are there outstanding
monetary fines?
10. Why has the CEO caused the loss
of the dialysis medical group which has
provided excellent medical care for over
9 years?
11. Why did the CEO refuse to speak
with the Dialysis Administrator of
thegroup when he contacted her over 6
times?
12. Why has this Administration lost a
local podiatrist who helped our diabetic
patients for over 15 years?
13. Why has this Administration not
hired any new medical providers, instead
only using locum tenem providers at a
huge cost to the clinic?

14. Why have individuals with over 20
years of experience in departments such
as behavioral health been terminated?
15. Did the Native Community know
that this Administration is trying to open
the Pharmacy to non-native patients?
16. Have any of these acts been approved by the Tribal Council, Tribal
Members, or Tribal Board?
17. Do you believe as a Tribal Member
that your health care has gotten better or
worse?
18. Do the Tribal Members know that
this Administration, otherwise known as
Kori Novak, Ethan Dexter, Jernon Kelly,
and David Kelly STILL have access to
ALL private patient information on their
computers? As a reminder, none of these
individuals have medical training.
These are questions that we have all
been asking this Administration, but
have been ignored. What’s worse is these
questions are only the tip of the iceberg.
We, as former employees, are seeing this
once proud clinic be ripped apart from
the seams. This Administration, which is
single-handedly responsible for bleeding
this clinic dry, is treating the Pharmacy as
its latest scapegoat.
If you don’t believe us, contact the
Dental Department and Medical Department of Toiyabe and ask them what this
Administration has forced them to do.
This Administration’s acts of corruption
have caused great damage to this clinic
and they have violated the Native Community’s trust as the various protests from
tribal members have demonstrated. The
Administration’s actions have also deeply
hurt us emotionally and mentally. We

have felt like we were treated like criminals. Never have we seen an Administration so vindictive and so determined to
permanently damage our reputations. To
have them exploit the Native Community in this manner is disturbing and just
another example of the horrible mistreatment Native Americans have experienced
for far too long. This Administration has
always tried to tell you that they are on
your side and are serving you. But now
that you have read this, you know that is

not true. People of the Native American
Community, stand up for your right to
receive proper medical care and to be
treated with respect. Stand up and tell this
incompetent Administration: “Enough is
enough”.
Fred DiRisio - Pharmacist, Gary DiRisio
- Pharmacist, Jeff Tatum - Pharmacist,
Natalie Chang - Pharmacist, Kaitlynn
Barlow - Pharmacy Technician
Rick Behrendt - Pharmacy Technician
Celia White - Pharmacy Technician

Q & A WITH DR. KORI NOVAK

The Sheet spoke with Dr. Novak on
Thursday. She believes her unpopularity
as CEO is due to the fact that she’s holding people accountable. “There are an
awful lot of things that are not matching
[including signatures},” she said of the
Pharmacy investigation, which she says
has uncovered violations dating back to
2016. “Unfortunately, I’m the messenger,”
she said.
She says $100’s of thousands of dollars
are missing, and that what’s missing is still
being evaluated because the inventory is
so unreliable.
And she dismisses the idea that she’s being vindictive, or that she’s manufacturing
a problem that otherwise might not exist.
“I’d be the dumbest person in the world
if I were going to the state [regarding an
investigation] with stuff I made up.”
Come June, Novak will have been CEO
for two years.

Sheet: The pharmacy letter was signed
by individuals who say their jobs were
terminated. Do you believe there was a

large conspiracy, based upon the number
of terminations, within the pharmacy to
defraud the clinic?
Novak: There were no terminations
until yesterday when the investigation was
closed. We did not terminate based on a
letter that was sent, but for various TIHP
policy infractions. I can’t really speculate
on if there was collusion to defraud the
clinic or not.
Sheet: The letter alleges the Toiyabe
administration used the “pharmacist” tag
rather than admin. tag to access pharmacy
records. Is this true? If it is true, was it
isolated or repeated behavior?
Novak: There is no such thing as a
“pharmacist tag” in the pioneer system.
When these allegations were investigated
the software company was called and asked
that and they confirmed there is no such
thing.
Sheet: The letter alleges the investigation was performed by the administration.
Is this true? I heard the people contracted

see NOVAK, page 13
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continued from page 2

Due to the latest fashion trend, The Sheet asked folks around Town: What does your mask say about you?

community and potential visitors to protect the Lake Tahoe area.
On what she learned, Chaplin told The
Sheet, “I wouldn’t have done much differently. I guess we could have taken it more
seriously at the beginning. We didn’t
understand the impact of the infection.”
If you can fill the unforgiving minute/
With sixty seconds’ worth of distance
run

-Dustin Hicks

That I like sleeping in during these uncertain
times
-Kevin Snyder

I like to shred pow
		

My mask is what is left of me skiing in Mammoth
-BJ Gray

That we had a box of masks in the cupboard
-Marty R.

Wearing the mask is to show respect to the
health of others.
-Kathi R.

Mine is for convenience

-DJ Sendit

My dad would often tell the story of
how homeless men would come to the
door of the family’s Wisconsin farmhouse
during the Depression, asking for a meal,
and how his mother would always find
something for them to do, at least a few
hours work, before setting an extra place
for dinner.
There is hardly a better common
denominator than work, regardless of
its nature, and a dinner table, where the
worries of the day, the month, the year
are hopefully set aside for a few moments.
So while we’re all floating in stasis , this
suggestion from Andrew Ulich of Mammoth.
“I don’t pretend to know how many
able-bodied citizens are hanging around
town staring at the walls, but I read about
the food bank and I wonder if maybe
every food hand out shouldn’t come with
a large trash bag and a suggestion that
people might like to walk around town
and pick up trash.
For that matter the town might like to
organize a volunteer cleanup day or 2 or
10. The town can pick a street or sections
of town and ask people to volunteer to
walk around 10 feet apart and pick up
stuff ... Offer up some free refreshments at
the end of the stretch.”
From Matthew Lehman’s latest market
report:
• Average # of Home sales for April
over the past 10 years is 7.8 vs. 4 sales in
April 2020, -45% year over year
• Average # of Condo sales for April
over the past 10 years is 27 vs. 9 in April
2020, -67% year over year
• We may not see a real impact of
pricing (if any) for a couple of months,
but current prices appear to be holding
better than expected
As of Thursday eve, Mono County reports 26 confirmed cases of Covid-19 and
one death. Inyo: 19 confirmed, one death
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NO CLASS-IFIEDS
Help Wanted

Sierra Employment Services, Inc.
is hiring for the following positions
MCWD Civil Engineer $32.10- 42.62
MCWD Line Maint Wrkr 1
MCWD Facilities Maint Wrkr 1
Retail Clerk Bishop $13
Call Us Today
760-924-0523 or 760-873-8599
Complete job list at:
www.sierraemployment.com/joblist.
com<http://www.sierraemployment.
com/joblist.com>
Mammoth Spa Creations is looking for an
additional member for it’s team. We currently have an immediate opening for a spa
maintenance / technician position. This is
a Full Time Position (Monday through Friday). This position offers vacation accrual,
benefits and paid holidays. Experience is
preferred, but not required. Heavy lifting is
required. Please call 760-924-3091 or stop
by the store located at 1401 Tavern Road
Mammoth Lakes for more information and
to pick up an application. Resumes can be
e-mailed to mammothspa@aol.com.

The Alpenhof Lodge is accepting applications for full-time & part-time, year round
and seasonal positions. Applicants must be
available to work weekends and holidays.
Front desk, day and evening positions are
available as well as housekeeping positions.
Please apply in person at 6080 Minaret Rd,
Mammoth.

Vacasa is hiring full and part time housekeepers in Mammoth Lakes/June Lake with
pay starting at $18/hour. Apply at vacasa.
com/careers.
Mammoth Taxi is accepting resumes for
experienced drivers with great customer
service and clean driving records. We are
also looking for office staff for the right
person with great organizational skills
and customer service background. Please
inquire with Scottie at 760-914-7433. www.
mammoth-taxi.com.
White Mountain Fire Protection District
is in need of a Grant Writer!! WMFPD is
currently seeking an individual with desire
and experience that can focus on several
upcoming grant opportunities for our district and community. USDA Rural Facilities
Grant, Assistance to Firefighters Grant and
Supporting and Improving Rural EMS Needs
(SIREN) Grant are but a few we would like
to pursue. If you have any interest or just
want to talk to us about how you could help,
please contact us. facebook page “White
Mountain Fire Department” or call: 760-9332252

For Rent
2BDR home in Bishop available for
nightly rental. Creek, trees, views. Livestock
on premises so no dogs, please. Locals/
healthcare/emergency workers only. Call
Lunch to inquire. 760.937.4613.
Remodeled 2 BR/1BA. Main Street
location. W/D, refrig, pellet stove, forced
air $1800/mo/yearly lease. call Tiffany
760.832.4731

For Hire
Z-Z-ZIPPERS. Sportswear, parkas, pants,
duffels, day packs. Hems too. Expert work,
prompt service. Call 760-873-4499
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PUBLIC NOTICES

Notice of Summons

Notice Inviting Bids

INVITING
BIDS JOHN E. HALLGREN, et. ux.,
NOTICE TO
DEFENDANT:
CAP 20-007 and in his capacity as Co-Trustee of The
individually,
Nelson Family Trust; ARLENE L. NELSON, individually,
The Town
Mammoth
Lakes will of
receive
sealedFamily
bids for
and
in herof
capacity
as Co-Trustee
The Nelson
the work
on the
entitled:
Trust,
andshown
DONALD
G. plans
NELSON,
husband and wife; THE
NELSON FAMILY TRUST, a trust; VERA E. NELSON and
FOREST TRAIL
SIDEWALK
REHABILITATION
ANDREW
N. NELSON,
husband
and wife all believed to
In the
Town ofand
Mammoth
Lakes
forintestate
The Town
of Mambe
deceased,
their testate
and
successors,
mothallLakes,
California
and
persons
claiming by, through or under such
persons; all persons unknown claiming any legal or
Bids will be
received
at the Office
the Town
Clerk
of the
equitable
right,
title, estate,
lien orofinterest
in the
property
Town of Mammoth
Lakes located
at:to437
Old Mammoth
described
in the complaint
adverse
Plaintiffs’
title or
Road,
Suiteon230,
Mammoth
any
cloud
Plaintiffs’
title Lakes,
thereto,California
and Does93546
1-100,
inclusive
Alternatively, bids may be delivered to the Town Clerk
by sending
an email
attachment
labeled SHARlLYN
as a bid, to the
YOU
ARE BEING
SUED
BY PLAINTIFF:
following
email address:individually,and in her capacity
JEAN
NELSON-MAYER,
jgray@townofmammothlakes.ca.gov
as
Co-Trustee of The Nelson Sisters Trust, and DENNIS
untilYER,
4:00husband
PM on May
2020
at whichFA
time
will be
MA
and19,
wife;
JANETTE
YE they
NELSON
publicly opened
and read.
WALTER,
individually,
and in her capacity as Co-Trustee
of The Nelson Sisters Trust, and MICHAEL WALTER,
Proposal and
forms
andDONNA
ContractJOAN
Documents
for this work
husband
wife;
NELSON-BALL,
indiare included
vidually,
and in
in the
herspecifications.
capacity as Co-Trustee of The Nelson
Sisters Trust, and STEVEN BALL, husband and wife, and;
GENERAL LaRAE
DESCRIPTION:
Project includes
demolition
BARBARA
NELSON-BROWN,
individually,
and
and
reconstruction
of existingofconcrete
sidewalk,
in
her
capacity as Co-Trustee
The Nelson
Sistersasphalt
Trust,
sidewalk,
driveway
approaches,
and
ANDREW
BROWN,
husbandand
andcurb
wife.and gutter.
The engineer’s estimate for this project is approximately
$150,000.You
The have
workbeen
includes
fullThe
compliance
all
NOTICE!
sued.
Court maywith
decide
applicable
rules,
andbeing
regulations.
The work
shall be
against
youlaws,
without
your
heard unless
you respond
completed
within
thethe
time
set forth inbelow.
the Contract.
within
30 days.
Read
information

NOTICE INVITING BIDS
CAP 20-007

Plans
and30
specifications
beafter
obtained
for a NONREYou
have
CALENDAR may
DAYS
this summons
and
FUNDABLE
FEEserved
as listed
legal
papers are
onbelow:
you to file a written response at
Description:
this
court and have a copy served on the Plaintiff. A letter
Plans
& Specifications
or
phone
call will not protect you. Your written response
(incl. be
bidinforms)
must
proper legal form if you want the court to hear
Picked
up at
the Town
Offices
$25.00
your
case.
There
may be
a court form that
you can use for
Shipped
UPS, FedEx,
or find
US Mail
your
response.
You can
these court$75.00
forms and more
information at the California Courts Online Self-Help
To order
the plans and specifications by telephone
Center
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp),
your county law
call (760)
Projectnearest
information
available
library,
or965-3654.
the courthouse
you. Ifisyou
cannoton
pay
Townfee,
of Mammoth
Lakes
website
at https://www.
the filing
ask the court
clerk
for a fee
waiver form. If
townofmammothlakes.ca.gov/bids.aspx.
be lose
listedthe
on
you
do not file your response on time, youTo
may
the Bidder’s
Listand
the your
Contractor
sshultz@
case
by default,
wages,should
money,email
and property
townofmammothlakes.ca.gov
with all bidder
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Plans and specifications may be obtained for a NONREFUNDABLE FEE as listed below:
Description:
Plans & Specifications
(incl. bid forms)
Picked up at the Town Offices
$25.00
Shipped UPS, FedEx, or US Mail
$75.00
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The Town of Mammoth Lakes hereby notifies all bidders
that it will affirmatively ensure that in any contract entered into pursuant to this advertisement, disadvantaged
business enterprises will be afforded full opportunity to
submit bids in response to this invitation and will not be
discriminated against on the grounds of race, color, or
national origin in consideration for an award.
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The Town of Mammoth Lakes will receive sealed bids for
the work shown on the plans entitled:
FOREST TRAIL SIDEWALK REHABILITATION
In the Town of Mammoth Lakes for The Town of Mammoth Lakes, California
Bids will be received at the Office of the Town Clerk of the
Town of Mammoth Lakes located at: 437 Old Mammoth
Road, Suite 230, Mammoth Lakes, California 93546
Alternatively, bids may be delivered to the Town Clerk
by sending an email attachment labeled as a bid, to the
following email address:
jgray@townofmammothlakes.ca.gov
until 4:00 PM on May 19, 2020 at which time they will be
publicly opened and read.
Proposal forms and Contract Documents for this work
are included in the specifications.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Project includes demolition
and reconstruction of existing concrete sidewalk, asphalt
sidewalk, driveway approaches, and curb and gutter.
The engineer’s estimate for this project is approximately
$150,000. The work includes full compliance with all
applicable laws, rules, and regulations. The work shall be
completed within the time set forth in the Contract.

To order the plans and specifications by telephone
call (760) 965-3654. Project information is available on
the Town of Mammoth Lakes website at https://www.
townofmammothlakes.ca.gov/bids.aspx. To be listed on
the Bidder’s List the Contractor should email sshultz@
townofmammothlakes.ca.gov with all bidder information
including project name, name, affiliation, phone number,
address, and email address.
A non-mandatory pre-bid meeting will be held at the
conference room at the Town Offices on Tuesday, May
12, 2020 at 11:00 AM, located at 437 Old Mammoth Road,
Suite 230, Mammoth Lakes, California or via phone.
Request call-in number from Sierra Shultz.
The contractor shall have a valid Class A Contractor
license and a current Town of Mammoth Lakes Business
Tax Certificate and shall maintain all required licenses
throughout the duration of the Contract. The Contractor
shall demonstrate their qualifications by having adequate
equipment in good working order, experience, and ability
to perform work. The Town will be the sole judge as to the
qualifications of each bidder.
Each bid must be accompanied by a certified or cashier’s
check payable to the order of the Town of Mammoth
Lakes, or by a bid bond in the sum of not less than 10% of
the total amount of the bid, as a guarantee that the bidder
will enter into the proposed contract if it be awarded
him/her. A labor and materials bond and faithful performance bond each equal to 100% of the bid are required
to be provided by the awarded contractor. All bonds shall
be executed by an admitted surety insurer meeting the
requirements of California Code of Civil Procedure Section 995.120.

The Director of Industrial Relations has determined the
general prevailing rate of per diem wages in the locality
in which this work is to be performed for each craft or
type of worker needed to execute the Contract which will
be awarded to the successful bidder, copies of which are
on file and will be made available to any interested party
upon request at Town Hall or online at http://www.dir.
ca.gov/dlsr.
A copy of these rates shall be posted by the successful bidder at the job site. The successful bidder and all
subcontractor(s) under him/her, shall comply with all
applicable Labor Code provisions, which include, but are
not limited to the payment of not less than the required
prevailing rates to all workers employed by them in the
execution of the Contract, the employment of apprentices, the hours of labor and the debarment of contractors
and subcontractors.
Pursuant to Labor Code sections 1725.5 and 1771.1,
all contractors and subcontractors that wish to bid
on, be listed in a bid proposal, or enter into a contract
to perform public work must be registered with the
Department of Industrial Relations. No bid will be accepted, nor any contract entered into without proof of
the contractor’s and subcontractors’ current registration
with the Department of Industrial Relations to perform
public work. If awarded a Contract, the Bidder, and its
subcontractors, of any tier, shall maintain active registration with the Department of Industrial Relations for the
duration of the Project. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
the contractor registration requirements mandated by
Labor Code sections 1725.5 and 1771.1 shall not apply to
work performed on a public works project that is exempt
pursuant to the small project exemption specified in
Labor Code sections 1725.5 and 1771.1.
Pursuant to Public Contract Code section 22300, the successful bidder may substitute certain securities for funds
withheld by the Town to ensure performance under the
Contract.

This Project is subject to compliance monitoring and
enforcement by the Department of Industrial Relations.
In bidding on this project, it shall be the Bidder’s sole
responsibility to evaluate and include the cost of complying with all labor compliance requirements under this
contract and applicable law in its bid.
The Contract will be awarded to the responsible bidder
submitting the lowest responsive bid “on the base bid
alone”. The Town reserves the right to waive any informality or irregularity in a bid. The Town of Mammoth Lakes
reserves the right to reject any and/or all bids, or to utilize
any alternative procedures authorized by the Public Contract Code Sections 20166 and 20167. Submission of a bid
shall be deemed conclusive evidence that the bidder has
thoroughly examined the plans, specifications and the
site of all work and the bid takes all costs into account.
Each bid shall remain good for a minimum of sixty (60)
days after bid opening.
Pursuant to Public Contract Code section 7201, the Town
has made a determination that the project described
herein is substantially complex, and therefore a retention
of 5% will be withheld from payment until after the work
is complete.
Technical questions should be directed to Sierra Shultz
at the Office of the Director of Public Works, Town of
Mammoth Lakes, California, by telephone (760) 965-3654
or email sshultz@townofmammothlakes.ca.gov. Oral
clarifications are non-binding and any changes shall be
issued by written addenda only.
TOWN OF MAMMOTH LAKES, CALIFORNIA
Jamie Gray, TOWN CLERK
DATED: April 24, 2020

TS #2020-0069

Notice of Public Hearing
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Local Transportation
Commission will conduct a public hearing on May 11,
2020, at 9:10 am regarding unmet transit needs.
As authorized by Gov. Newsom’s Executive Orders, N-2520 and N-29-20, the meeting will be accessible remotely
by livecapst at: https://zoom.us/join and by telephone
at: 669-900-6833 (Meeting ID# is 760-924-1800) where
members of the public shall have the right to observe and
offer public comment, to consider the following:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that, pursuant to §99238.5 of
the Transportation Development Act, the Mono County
Local Transportation Commission (LTC) will conduct
a public hearing on unmet transit needs May 11, 2020,
at 9:10 am. The LTC will consider input from the Social
Services Transportation Advisory Council and solicit the
input of transit-dependent and transit-disadvantaged
persons, including the elderly, disabled, and persons of
limited means. The LTC will also receive comments from
interested citizens on unmet transit needs that may exist
within Mono County, and that might be reasonable to
meet by establishing or contracting for new public transportation or specialized transportation services or by
expanding existing services. The LTC will identify unmet
needs within Mono County prior to considering requests
by claimants for allocations of Transportation Development Act Funds for FY 2020-21. The LTC will also receive
public input on any other transportation matters.
INTERESTED PERSONS are strongly encouraged to
attend the livecast meeting by phone or online, and to
submit comments by 5 pm Friday, May 8, to the Clerk
of the LTC, 25PO Box 347, Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546
to ensure timely receipt, by email at mdraper@mono.
ca.gov or via the livecast meeting (technology permitting). attend and make comments. Written comments for
inclusion in the record must be received on or before 5
p.m. on May 8, 2020.
TS #2020-0052

Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
ABS Metals Gunsmithing
Michael Fuller
412 Western Drive
Coleville. Ca. 96107
This business is conducted by a individual.
The registrant commence to transact business under the fictitious business name
listed above on August 12, 2019.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk of Mono County on June 24, 2019.
File Number 19-128
2020-0071 ( 5/2, 5/9, 5/16, 5/23)

PERSONALS
I hope to see you ... drinking Mint Juleps
while watching the 146th running of the Kentucky Derby this Saturday ... what, no Derby
this Saturday!?! Can I still drink Mint Juleps
out of your navel while we sing along to "Old
Town Road?
I saw you ... are really enjoying your time on
unemployment. How about meeting me online
so we can make first "Ascents" of our recent
bong purchases.
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calendar of events
TOWN STUFF

TOWN STUFF

Saturday, May 2/
Mammoth Lakes Film Festival
(MLFF) will a special on-line
preview screening of STALKING
CHERNOBYL. The screening
will take place at 2 p.m. at
https://www.facebook.com/
mammothlakesfilmfestival/
followed by a live Q&A with the
film’s director, Iara Lee. STALKING
CHERNOBYL is one of this year’s
official selections of the Mammoth
Lakes Film Festival that has been
rescheduled for Sept. 16th-20th.

pregnant women or those with
compromised immune systems.

Monday, May 4/
Mammoth Lakes Housing
Board meets @ 6 p.m. Visit
the Town website @ www.
townofmammothlakes.ca.gov to
attend via granicus.
Tuesday, May 5/
Mono County Board of Supervisors
meets 5 p.m. over teleconference.
For agenda and meeting: https://
monocounty.ca.gov/meetings
Wednesday, May 6/
Mono County Behavioral Health
hosts Storytime on Facebook Live at
10 a.m.
Mammoth Lakes Town Council
Meeting @ 4:30 p.m. Visit
the Town website @ www.
townofmammothlakes.ca.gov to
attend via granicus.
Mammoth Lakes Tourism Board
@ 1 p.m. Visit the Town website @
www.townofmammothlakes.ca.gov
to attend via granicus.
Thursday, May 7/
Mono County Virtual Community
meeting every Thursday. 5:30 p.m.
Find out more about the COVID-19
response effort and ask questions.
Join through the portal at: https://
coronavirus.monocounty.ca.gov. or
download the Zoom app on your
mobile device and use Meeting ID
901.775.658
Every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday/
Community food bank open from
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. and 3-5 p.m.
sponsored by Mammoth Lakes
Tourism for anyone financially
affected by COVID-19
Vons grocery store is reserving two
hours in the morning, MondayFriday from 7-9 a.m., for vulnerable
shoppers, including senior citizens,
AUTO - HOME - COMMERCIAL - HEALTH

OWNERS/BROKERS
Alicia Olson
Eric Olson
LIC # 0I19200
LIC # 0783148
info@MammothInsurance.com
625 Old Mammoth Rd, Mammoth Lakes

MammothInsurance.com
CALL 760-934-2200
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MAMMOTH LIQUOR
Beer lovers’ candy store

Selection of more than 300 beers

Mammoth Taxi Delivery
OPEN 1-5 PM
Bringing you Mammoth Taxi Meals
ORDER AT WINDOW/NO ENTRY
FREE Mammoth Restaurant
Deliveries! Licensed by the Town
934.6260
Main St. Next to Rick’s
of Mammoth Lakes. Currently
available from 8 a.m.-8 p.m. daily
1. Call Mammoth Taxi for
availability 760-937-8294
2. Place your order and make the
payment to the restaurant of your
choice.
3. Let them know you are using
Mammoth Taxi Meals!
Mammoth Taxi will pick up your
order and deliver it to your address!
We are waiving all delivery fees until
further notice!
Spellbinder Books is offering free
delivery within a ten-mile radius.
For more info: call 760.873.4511 or
email spellbinderbooks@verizon.net.
The Booky Joint can help you by
appointment.760.914.1924.
Closed Until Further Notice:
Mono County Superior Court.
However, emergency matters, such
as Ex-parte Temporary Restraining
Orders: Domestic Violence, Civil
Harassment and Requests for Gun
Violence Restraining Orders;
and self-represented litigants (in
cases such as divorce, parentage,
custody, child support, probate
guardianship, domestic violence,
limited civil cases) can contact
Mary Dinius White, Mono County
Family Law Facilitator and Self
Help Program Coordinator, either
by email at flf@mono.courts.ca.gov,
or by phone at 760-923-2314 (leave
a message and your call will be
returned.
ALL TOML PARKS, PLAYGROUNDS,
SKATEPARKS AND FACILITIES
CLOSED, EXCEPT FOR WHITMORE
RECREATION AREA.
FISHING OPENER FOR INYO AND
MONO COUNTIES DELAYED UNTIL
JUNE 1.

*Mono County has a coronavirus
relief website you can scour for all
manner of services and to know
which business are/are not open.
Visit coronavirus.monocounty.
ca.gov, click community and then
local resources.
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PUBLIC NOTICES
Notice of Ordinance

ORDINANCE NO. 20-05
AN UREGENCY ORDINANCE OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
OF THE
TOWN OF MAMMOTH LAKES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AMENDING SECTIONS 3.12.080 AND 5.04.340 OF
THE MAMMOTH LAKES MUNICIPAL CODE REGARDING TRANSIENT OCCUPANCY TAX REPORTING AND
REMITTANCE AND BUSINESS TAX CERTIFICATES
WHEREAS, on March 4, 2020, the Governor declared
a State of Emergency in California due to the threat of
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”); and
WHEREAS, the Mono County Health Officer on March
15, 2020 declared a local health emergency due to the
imminent and proximate threat to public health of the
introduction of a novel coronavirus (COVID-19) in
Mono County; and
WHEREAS, on March 16, 2020, the Governor issued
Executive Order N-28-20, suspending any state law that
would preempt or otherwise restrict the Town’s exercise
of its police power to impose substantive limitations on
evictions based on nonpayment of rent resulting from
the impacts of COVID-19; and
WHEREAS, the Mono County Board of Supervisors
ratified the County Health Officer’s declaration of emergency on March 17, 2020; and
WHEREAS, the Town Council declared a local emergency regarding COVID-19 on March 18, 2020, and the
conditions constituting an emergency remain in effect;
and
WHEREAS, on March 19, 2020, the Governor issued
Executive Order N-33-20, ordering “all individuals living
in the State of California to stay home or at their place
of residence except as needed to maintain…critical
infrastructure sectors…”; and
WHEREAS, the County Health Officer issued an order
on April 1, 2020 directing that hotels, motels, short-term
rentals, vacation rentals, timeshares, campgrounds, RV
parks, and other lodging facilities not operate except to
provide shelter to the homeless population; to persons
who have been displaced due to living with someone
who is isolated or quarantined due to COVID-19;
persons who need to isolate or quarantine themselves
due to COVID-19; and essential workers performing
functions to maintain critical infrastructure; which
order is incorporated herein by reference as it may be
amended; and
WHEREAS, the Town has observed that some lodging
properties are continuing to offer short-term rentals in
violation of the County Health Officer’s order, which is
also inconsistent with the Governor’s stay-home order;
and
WHEREAS, reducing the number of people who are
lodging in Mammoth Lakes for purposes that are not
authorized by the County Health Officer’s order, and/or
who are not essential workers performing functions to
maintain critical infrastructure, is necessary to maintain
the public health, safety, and welfare; and
WHEREAS, allowing the Town tax collector to revoke
the business tax certificate of lodging operators who are
operating in violation of the County Health Officer’s order will strengthen the Town’s enforcement options and
help discourage such unlawful short-term rentals; and
WHEREAS, the Town has been impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, with visitation to Mammoth Lakes
dramatically reduced, school closures implemented,
and employees advised to work at home, resulting in
significant declines in restaurant and retail business,
which has resulted in a significant decrease in the
Town’s primary source of revenue: transient occupancy
tax (TOT); and
WHEREAS, the Municipal Code currently allows small
payors of TOT to remit their returns quarterly, but
numerous TOT payors have expressed to the Town that
the nearly complete cessation of visitation during the
COVID-19 emergency will make it difficult or impossible
for them to timely submit TOT returns and make their
quarterly payments; and
WHEREAS, requiring monthly TOT returns and payments from all payors will help the Town receive TOT
revenues more quickly, and providing the tax collector with the authority to extend the TOT remittance
deadline during significant community-wide business
disruptions such as the COVID-19 emergency will help
payors whose businesses have been disrupted; and
WHEREAS, there is an urgent need for the Town of
Mammoth Lakes to amend its TOT reporting and remittance requirements to ensure the uninterrupted receipt
of TOT revenue, which is necessary to fund the Town’s
ongoing operations to protect the public peace, health
and safety of its residents in light of the emergency
declared by the State and Town regarding the COVID-19
pandemic; and
WHEREAS, California Government Code Sections 36934
and 36937 authorize the Town Council to adopt by
four-fifths (4/5) vote, without a second reading and with
immediate effect, an ordinance for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health or safety, containing
a declaration of the facts constituting the urgency.

a particular month is a Saturday, Sunday, or a federal
holiday, the return and remittance will be considered
timely if received the next business day.
B.The tax collector may adjust the due dates based on
significant events that affect the Town or business community, as determined by the tax collector, town manager or Town Council in his, her, or its sole discretion.
In the event of such determination, the tax collector may
extend the deadline for submission of returns and tax
remittance for blocks of three months. Separate returns
and remittance shall be filed and made for each month
during that three-month period and the returns and remittances for all months shall be due on the 20th day of
the month following the end of the three-month period.
For example, the tax collector could extend the deadline
for submission of April, May, and June returns and tax
remittances, and all such returns and remittances would
be due on July 20th.
C.On or before the due date, the full amount of the tax
due shall be paid to the tax collector. Notwithstanding any extension made by the tax collector pursuant
to paragraph B above, returns and payments are due
within fifteen days upon cessation of business for any
reason. All taxes collected by operators pursuant to this
chapter shall be held in trust for the account of the Town
until payment thereof is made to the tax collector. The
tax collector may, in his or her discretion, require that
a separate trust account be established at a financial
institution of his or her choice, the balance of which
shall be payable to the Town, if the tax collector deems it
necessary in order to ensure remittance of the tax.
D.Each return filed pursuant to this chapter shall
include the following information, as well as such other
information as the tax collector may deem reasonably
necessary for the enforcement of this chapter:
1.The number of nights of available occupancy during
the reporting period.
2. The number of paid nights during the reporting
period; and
3. Any other statistical breakdowns, data, or information
relating to rentals as requested by the tax collector.
Section 3: AMENDMENT TO MUNICIPAL CODE SECTION 5.04.340
Section 5.04.340 of the Mammoth Lakes Municipal Code
is hereby amended to read as follows:
5.04.340 – Revocation of certificate for conduct of
unlawful business.
No certificate issued under this chapter shall be construed as authorizing the conduct of or continuance of
any illegal or unlawful business or activity. If it appears
to the tax collector that a business is being conducted
or has been conducted in a manner that violates one
or more applicable laws, regulations, and/or orders of
governmental authorities (including without limitation
orders of the Mono County Health Officer), the tax
collector shall provide written notice to the operator of
the apparent violation, which notice may be provided
by electronic mail, facsimile, U.S. mail, express mail, or
any other means. The tax collector’s notice shall provide
the operator with not less than five days in which to
demonstrate that the alleged violation did not occur,
whether because of the tax collector’s mistake of fact,
the business’s compliance with the law, or otherwise.
If the certificate holder cannot or does not provide evidence satisfactory to the tax collector that no violation
of an applicable law, regulation, or order has occurred,
the tax collector may revoke the operator’s business tax
certificate. The operator shall thereafter not be eligible
to apply for a new or reinstated business tax certificate
for the same or a substantially similar business for a
period of one year.
Section 4: Declaration of Urgency and Effective Date
The Town Council hereby finds, determines, and
declares that this urgency ordinance is necessary to promote the immediate preservation of the public peace,
health and safety by reducing the number of people
lodging in Mammoth Lakes in violation of the County
Health Officer’s order or other applicable law or authority, and by ensuring regular remittance of TOT returns
and revenue to the Town which is necessary to fund the
Town’s operations to protect the public peace, health,
and safety. This ordinance shall take effect immediately
as an urgency ordinance.
Section 5: Authority for Adoption
The Town Council hereby enacts this urgency ordinance
by not less than a four-fifths vote, and in light of the
findings set forth herein, under the authority granted
to it by Sections 36934 and 36937(a) of the California
Government Code, which allow the Town to adopt an
urgency ordinance, in order to protect the public peace,
health, or safety.
Section 6: POSTING
The Town Clerk shall, within fifteen (15) days after the
passage of this Ordinance, cause it to be posted at the
duly designated posting places established by resolution
of the Town Council, published once in a newspaper
of general circulation, and entered in the Book of Ordinances of the Town.
Section 7: SEVERABILITY
If any provision of this ordinance of the application
thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications, and to this end the provisions of this ordinance
are declared to be severable.

THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF MAMMOTH
LAKES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, DOES ORDAIN AS
FOLLOWS:
Section 1: Recitals Incorporated
The recitals above are incorporated herein.

PASSED, APPROVED, AND ADOPTED on the 22nd day
of April, 2020.

Section 2: AMENDMENT TO MUNICIPAL CODE SECTION 3.12.080

ATTEST: JAMIE GRAY, Town Clerk		

Section 3.12.080 of the Mammoth Lakes Municipal Code
is hereby amended to read as follows:

TS #2020-0072

3.12.080 - Reporting and remitting.
A.All operators shall make their return and remittance
on or before the 20th day of the month following each
and every month. If the 20th day of the month following

BILL SAUSER, Mayor
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NOVAK
continued from page 8
to run the pharmacy now performed the
investigation. Is this true?
Novak: There are two things getting
confused here. In the last two financial
audits by Eide Baily, material findings
were given that stated there was an issue
with pharmacy inventory not being correct or able to be justified. As a reminder,
and you probably know, a financial audit
looks back at the previous year. So these
are both findings that were discovered
before I was CEO. When I came on board
we had to make efforts to rectify the finding or risk losing funding. So we had a
third party auditor come in to perform the
inventory audit. The other piece is the HR
investigation. In the process of doing the
prep for the inventory auditors, red flags
were raised. As per our policy we put staff
in question on paid administrative leave
to continue the investigation. During
that there were allegations made against
administration, so administration was
put on leave with pay and investigated.
As per our policy, HR investigations were
performed by the HR department. At the
point those investigations were finished
a final report and supporting evidence
is presented to me and I determine if
disciplinary action or reinstatement is
appropriate. In this case I reinstated one
of the pharmacists as well as admin based
on the evidence provided to me.
No, the people contracted to perform
the investigation are not now running
the pharmacy. They gave us the names of
several people we could contact to work in
Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
Mammoth Lakes Laundromat

Creekside Services, LLC.
40 Evergreen St., P.O. Box 100 PMB 254
Mammoth Lakes, Ca. 93546
This business is conducted by a limited liability company. The registrant commenced
to transact business under the fictitious
business name listed above on February
5,2020. This statement was filed with the
County Clerk of Mono County on March 20,
2020. File Number 20-077
2020-0066 (4/25, 5/2, 5/9, 5/16)
Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
Dish Poutinerie

Tina Fortune
588 Old Mammoth Road,
Mammoth Lakes, Ca. 93546
This business is conducted by a Corporation. The registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name listed herein.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk of Mono County on March 23,2020.
File Number 20-078
2020-0064 (4/18, 4/25, 5/2, 5/9 )

Order To Show Cause For
Change of Name
Present Name:
Norman Bruce Keeler
Proposed Name:
Bruce Keeler
Petitioner:
Norman Bruce Keeler
107 Pinon Dr.
Swall Meadows, CA 93514
Notice of Hearing:
May 14, 2020, 9:30 a.m.
Superior Court of California, County of
Mono, 100 Thompson Way, Mammoth
Lakes, CA 93546
This statement was filed with the
Superior Court of California, Mono County
on March 30, 2020.
Case Number CV200031
2020-0060 (4/11, 4/18, 4/25, 5/2)

the pharmacy. In fact we signed a document (standard) that says we would not
employ any of the people who ran the
audit.
Sheet: Did administrators at any time
access the pharmacy without staff present?
Novak: No, and we have cameras that
show the entrance and exits of the pharmacy as well as our key card system records the key swipes of who is in and out
and when. No administrators even have
key card access to the pharmacy. Now, we
have been in there when there was staff in
there. It is illegal for ANYONE to be in the
pharmacy without a pharmacist present.
Sheet: The letter says pharmacists were
given pay hikes in November. Is this true?
Novak: Across the board? No, there
were no unusual raises “across the board”
or department wide raises in November
and COLAs are given in Feb. not Nov.
Sheet: The letter references a February, 2020 meeting (the inference being a
public meeting) where you and your CFO
stated the clinic held an $8 million debt
and acknowledging that the HRSA grant
was lost? Did this occur?
Novak: That would probably be the
Board meeting? The meeting minutes are
public. The HRSA grant was lost before
I became CEO 2 years ago by a previous
CEO. So if we acknowledged it in Feb it
would have just been a confirmation of
what happened a year prior before myself
or the CFO worked for TIHP.
As far as being 8M in debt the people
who are saying this do not understand
how to read financial statements. Much of
that number is counted as depreciation
of our building and medical equipment
inside the building. As you know depreciation is “counted” in the numbers but
is not “real” money. While I can’t share
with you our budget without my boards
approval, I can tell you that we downsized to essential personnel on March 17,
and since then all 171 employees including those on admin leave, have received a
full 40 hour per week paycheck, continued to accrue vacation and sick leave
and 401k contributions. We have not yet
had to furlough, however, as with many
companies, as this crisis continues we
may have to do so at some point. If we
were 8M in the red, we would not be able
to sustain that payroll.
Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
One Dish Bistro

Tina Fortune
588 Old Mammoth Road,
Mammoth Lakes, Ca. 93546
This business is conducted by a Corporation. The registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name listed herein.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk of Mono County on March 23,2020.
File Number 20-078
2020-0062 (4/18, 4/25, 5/2, 5/9 )
Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
Dish

Tina Fortune
588 Old Mammoth Road,
Mammoth Lakes, Ca. 93546
This business is conducted by a Corporation. The registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name listed herein.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk of Mono County on March 23,2020.
File Number 20-078
2020-0063 (4/18, 4/25, 5/2, 5/9 )
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4) CCL provides much-needed TOT
funds to TOML, as well as payments to
countless Mammoth businesses who
support our operations.
Given all this, I am really hoping you
will clearly advocate for the earliest
possible safe and responsible opening
of the Lakes Basin—OR at least allowing
summer Lakes Basin businesses to open
before the road opens to the public, as
we have always done in the past while
we waited for the remaining snow (after
plowing) to melt off the edges of the road.
We all need to provide funds to our
workers, to our service providers in town,
and to TOML TOT, and we can do it
safely and responsibly. But we need you
to support giving us the chance to do so.
Again, thank you for your work on behalf of the entire Mammoth Lakes community. I hope you will each do me the
honor of responding with your thoughts,
questions, and suggestions to me about
how I can best advocate for the interests
of CCL and the other summer businesses
in the Lakes Basin.
Derek L Johnson
Crystal Crag Lodge

Homeowners, not villains
Dear Editor:
While I think most of us can certainly
appreciate the stay at home order to
“Flatten the Curve,” I think it is going a
bit far. I am a bit appalled by the shortsighted attitude many locals are having
toward second homeowners. There are
many posts on social media discouraging second homeowners from coming to
their HOME in Mammoth. I have heard
equally as many locals verbally express
their displeasure with those second
homeowners wanting to flatten the
curve from their Mammoth home. Many
attitudes have turned angry and are making many second owners no longer feel
welcome, or safe, in a town they would
typically call home.
Second homeowners are just what the
term implies … homeowners. These folks
make up the largest sector of taxpayers in
our community, paying their share of taxes to receive a disproportionately small
share of benefits and services in our
town. If we do not have the services for
our residents (including second homeowners), then we should build them. If
the government wants to issue orders
telling second homeowners not to come
to Mammoth, then perhaps the government needs to waive property taxes.
If we as locals are truly staying at home
as governmental orders require, why
care if a second homeowner is waiting
this “pandemic” out in the safety of their
second home. Perhaps this is more of a
NIMBY attitude about wanting to keep
Mammoth to ourselves.
Second homeowners are a consistent lifeblood to the financial success of
Mammoth and we as locals should be
cautious as to not to create animosity
toward these folks because these impacts
could be long lasting.
Second homeowners are the greatest
contributors toward our charity organizations, local businesses, schools (via
property taxes) and essential needs our
town requires. Second homeowners love
this town just like those living here full
time. It’s our responsibility to remind

these people they are our friends and
neighbors, not just financial donors existing to accommodate local needs.
Matthew T. Lehman
Mammoth Lakes

The picture from the fixture
Dear Ted,
I have lived in Mammoth Lakes since
October 1, 1976.
The first person I met that month and
year was Steve the bear guy. He lived at
the condo project I managed.
If you missed Chris Erskine’s article
and video in the LA Times on February
12, 2020, you should check it out.
Back then I had 6 of my Krystal Villa
West homeowners’ units (Laurel Mt.
Road) on a rental program.
I signed up with the Visitors’ Bureau of
the day; long before we were established
as a town. It was located where Rob and
the Ski Renter are now.
I paid 6% to have them help us fill
these rentals in that year of the “big
drought.” Needless to say that year was
really dismal; much like the current virus
situation.
I am really sad Fishmas did not happen
last Saturday for my son Jef Rahmeyer,
nephews, brothers and sisters.
Our family has been doing this every
last Saturday of April since 1946.
Now I hear the Fireworks/4th are
cancelled.
I am retired from property management and rentals now and I have got to
say I am feeling really bad for peoplelike
Tom and Teri Stehlik (Seasons 4), John
Morris (Snowcreek Rentals), Steve and
Carolyn Schwind (Central Reservations)
to name a few. I also feel bad for the real
estate people and restaurants.
One of our favorite restaurants Delicious Kitchen looks like it is closed for
good. I also miss Giovanni’s pizza.
It’s time for this Town to get moving
again.
I understand where people like Cleland Hof are coming from; but if your
husband or significant other is compromised you should continue to lock down.
I don’t want any of you to die.
But this Town is tourist-based and we
need to get people back to work.
We can do this people.
Louise Dessert Inder
Mammoth Lakes
The following letter was addressed to
several local politicos and newspapers.

Let the music play
I want to thank you for serving the
counties in my surrounding area. I lost
most of my business because of the
“pandemic” and so I’m eager to build it
back up, but can’t do so until clients are
able to come back to my studio. I teach
music in Inyo County. Whatever you can
do to help that process would be greatly
appreciated. I also hope people are not
being to rude to any of you. I’m sure you
are working hard at this.
God bless you and keep you!
Fernando Ruiz
Bishop Guitar Lessons
760.920.9422
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HORRORSCOPES
By C louds McC loud

Aries: Since your birthday is being

Sagittarius: Even though this quar-

blessed by a Pluto retrograde, Clouds
thought you would like to know more
about it. Pluto is the sign of change and
uses what has been broken to create
new things. It offers the perfect time to
drop anything that is holding you back,
especially old systems or routines that
no longer serve your dreams. Pluto is
also the name of Mickey’s Mouse’s dog,
so that’s why your words of wisdom
come from Walt Disney, “First, think.
Second, dream. Third, believe. And
finally, dare.”
Gemini: This time of change and confusion offers opportunities to grow. If
you come across any obstacles, especially people, blocking your personal
growth just let them know that the
field you grow your Fs in is barren. It
will also serve as a reminder to simply
bloom where you are planted.
Cancer: To help you survive the “Great
Toilet Paper Shortage of 2020” aka the
COVID-19 pandemic, please do the
following: Wash your hands often,
drink lots of fluids besides just coffee
and cocktails, stay positive, stay six
feet apart from most folks, stay in your
sweatpants all day if you feel like it, get
some form of exercise or at least some
sexercise daily.
Leo: As a natural go-getter, all this
quarantine downtime is probably
tough on you. That’s why your new
assignment is something that Leos can
sometimes find hard to do—be easier
on yourself. It will help to remember
that you’re only less productive by
the standards of the world from two
months ago, but that world doesn’t
exist anymore. Therefore, if you’re
worried about not being productive
enough, try practicing being more
reproductive instead.
Virgo: Clouds has a soft spot for Virgos,
even though you’re all such stubborn pains-in-the-backside. Since the
pandemic represents the perfect time
to make some positive changes in your
life, Clouds suggests you work on easing your stubborn side. That’s because
sometimes you waste so much energy
holding onto the wrong thing that
you miss out on chances to hold onto
something really special, like someone
else’s special backside.
Libra: The word quarantine has Latin
roots that basically mean the number
40. 40 days have long been believed to
be what is needed to break a plague. It
is also a prevalent number in the Bible
as the Exodus lasted 40 years and Jesus
fasted for 40 days. 40 weeks is considered the perfect time for human gestation and when you add it together 2020
equals 40. Since it is also the number of
change, please be sure to embrace any
that life offers you this year, just try not
to do so by pounding too many 40s.
Scorpio: Even in these trying times,
we know these things are true: It’s not a
mistake if we learned something from
it. Sometimes people hold grudges
against you for what they did to you.
Sometime the only way to open your
eyes is to break your heart, or your
wallet, or your bedsprings. Life is best
when you don’t give a rat’s ass what
other people think.

antine is hard on many of us, there are
blessings, too. Families are actually
eating and cooking together. The little
things that used to seem important
and stressful no longer matter much.
We now realize that our cats and dogs
really do understand the important
things in life better than we do. Alarm
clocks and pants are proving to be nonessential.
Capricorn: Since all this downtime
can drive high achievers like Caps
crazy, maybe you could use this time
to make some motivational signs. Here
are some ideas: “Uninstall 2020. It has
a virus!” “Please don’t hoard toilet
paper. Even Noah only took two of everything!” “Six feet apart is better than
six feet under.” “If you’re having trouble
staying home, just shave off one of your
eyebrows.”
Aquarius: As a sign that likes to work
hard and set goals in life, staying at
home and away from people is fairly
tough for you. In fact, whether you’re
working from home or our out of work
you may occasionally feel like your life
is a mess and not how you’d planned
it. It’s okay to have moments like these,
you just have to pick yourself back up
as soon as possible. It will help to remember that it’s okay to fall apart every
once and a while. Tacos do, too, but we
still love them anyway.
Pisces: Now that we can all say we’ve
lived during a plague, some things are
starting to make more sense. We now
know why so many paintings from the
Renaissance era feature full-figured
women lounging around half naked.
We now know why quarantining is the
only real defense, since ingesting Lysol
doesn’t work. We now know why every
disaster movie starts with the government ignoring science. We now know
why most of what we thought was
important, isn’t.
Aries: A television reporter was recently caught filming a live segment
from his living room without any pants
on. While he was dressed for business
above, below his suit jacket was nothing but a pair of short-shorts. Reporter
Will Reeve made the most out of it,
though, making fun of himself and
being honest about it all. That’s why
he’s your new role model. Remember
that honesty and humor not only endear you to others, they increase your
chances of enjoying some no-pants
dancing.

PERSONALS
I saw you ... are planning a “soft open” this
weekend. Kinda disappointing. After all this
quarantining, I figured you’d be hard as a rock.
I saw you ... in your facemask and you know
what? When you’ve got a smokin’ hot body like
yours, and you cover up that face ... coronavirus really suits you!
I saw you ... zoom-bombed the school board
meeting Tuesday. By the quality of the jokes
and banter, I’m assuming this is first schoolrelated thing you’ve done in awhile. B+ for the
idea. D- for the execution. Tip: Be insolent. Be
funny. Be brief.
I saw you ... are looking for a facemask that
really speaks volumes about you, but cutting
a blow hole in the middle of the mask kinda
defeats the purpose.
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PEERS
continued from page 1
the marketing efforts.
Fortner described two timelines that
the Sun Valley community is working
within: 1. the ability of the local community to be ready to welcome visitors
and 2. the willingness on the part of
visitors to travel to the area.
“We’re trying to react to the momentum as it builds or doesn’t build,” he
said, “and dial things accordingly.”
In terms of re-orienting efforts to
something like a food bank, Fortner
reported that while Visit Sun Valley has been involved in information
distribution and filling in those gaps,
he deferred other activities to “a lot
of non-profits that have already been
established … all those things that were
in place prior to this.”
In Jackson Hole, similar to Mammoth
Lakes in its accessibility to national
parks and ski slopes, local officials have
had to grapple with the juxtaposition
between Wyoming’s relatively low case
numbers and the fear that opening the
town up too soon could quickly overwhelm it. Local Chamber of Commerce
Director Anna Olson reported that
when things do come back online, they
will be markedly different.
Olson reported that, given social
distancing guidelines, the parks and resorts may have to operate with a quarter
of the employees they once had.
Bend, Oregon provides similar parallels to Mammoth: a tourism economy
that relies on recreation in the summer
and a quality ski season in the winter.
Kevney Dugan, CEO of Visit Bend,

told The Sheet how the organization operated as the pandemic unfolded, “We
were probably not far off from other
tourism departments. We cut all paid
advertising, cut two employees [out of
seven] with the intent to bring them
back on, and everyone took between a
10-20% pay cut.”
Visit Bend has an annual payroll of
roughly $500,000 according to Dugan
and that has been reduced by 25-30%
during COVID-19.
“We cancelled all outbound spending
and restricted everything to essential
business functions. We acted early with
the intent of saving as much cash as we
could.”
Visit Bend is funded similarly to
Mammoth Lakes Tourism. Bend has a
Transient Rental Tax (Basically a TOT).
Bend’s TRT draws in $10 million and
Visit Bend is allocated 31% of this as
part of their contractual agreement.
That means Visit Bend has roughly
$3 million of annual revenue. Bend’s
population is about 100,000. “Right now
we are just keeping the lights on per se,”
said Dugan.
If things continue to flounder, Visit
Bend does have a $300,000 rainy day
fund. This fund was started in 2017 and
allocated 5% of TRT revenue (roughly
$100,000-150,000 a year) to this fund.
On what he learned, Dugan told The
Sheet, “At first people thought we were
overreacting. Being as conservative as
we were served us well. It allowed us to
save a little bit of cash.”
Post Covid-19, Visit Bend plans to

Wednesday’s sunset looking towards Wheeler Crest.
pay cuts for remaining employees.
roll out a marketing campaign aimed
The effects of the Pandemic on
at stimulating local business, “We are
tourism have been felt abroad as well.
going to try and encourage people to
keep their spending local. A lot of locals Tourism Whistler in Canada reported
temporary staff reductions of 60%,
haven’t tried all the amenities. We want
with remaining funds from layoffs and
to start an ‘economic community stabibudget cuts “invested into short-term
lization campaign,’” said Dugan.
necessary response efforts”, per CEO
Dugan finished off the conversation
Barrett Fisher.
by telling The Sheet, “These are unprecSaid Travel Portland CEO Jeff Miller,
edented times. We have a huge oppor“As we have watched the city we love
tunity to help our community. Adaptand have the honor of promoting suffer
ability, in this environment, is key.”
the impacts of this pandemic, we have
Layoffs in the industry are widehad to reevaluate how we do our work.
spread: In Spokane, Washington, the
The work we do now, both internally
local tourism department has seen 70%
and externally, will define how Portland
of its employees laid off; Visit Portland
comes out of this when recovery begins.
saw a 40% staff reduction. Groups in
We are doing what we need to do now
California’s cities weren’t spared: the
to ensure our ability to be poised and
respective staffs at San Francisco Travel
and Visit Anaheim were reduced by 60% ready for this work.”
via furloughs and layoffs with further
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HIGHLY ANTICIPATED NEW FLOORPLANS & ARCHITECTURAL STYLES NOW AVAILABLE!
Luxury Mountain Retreats with Alpine Golf Course and Athletic Club at Mammoth Mountain.
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